


F OR EDUCATORS 

:  

 
 

Sketchnotes help bring meaning to life visually. For students who are struggling to figure out 
what to write about a book, creating a piece of sketchnotes after reading, discussing, and 
considering a novel will help them to highlight what was important and make connections 
between different trains of thought.  
 
This activity will help them brainstorm before beginning a paper. As they identify key themes 
and quotations, they can begin building an argument and support for it.  
 
I suggest you show them  a short (and amazing) youtube clip before you begin. It’s called 
“Sketcho Frenzy: The Basics of Visual Note Taking.”  
 
Link:  https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=gY9KdRfNN9w  
 
But if you don’t have the time, inclination, or tech, the handout says everything you need your 
students to know.  
 
Give students thirty or so minutes to complete this exercise in class. First they’ll create their 
sketchnotes, then they’ll be guided through some questions to help them draw an argument and 
several points for their paper from those sketchnotes.  
 
What’s included: 
 
A Quick Guide for Creating Sketchnotes: Give students this handout and a blank piece of paper 
to sketchnote on. Gel pens or sharpies are a bonus, but not needed. Then as students begin to 
finish, let them take the next handout and figure out their arguments. 
 
From Sketchnotes to Arguments: This handout guides students through perusing their 
sketchnotes to discover what really matters most and decide what to argue about it and how to 
prove that argument.  
 
 
 
  



Example Sketch Notes for The Hate U Give 

The creator of these sketch notes followed the steps in the activity, first 
sketching important quotations and ideas, then adding in main points and 
arguments. Eventually, she decided to write a paper about how Angie 
Thomas uses her fiction to make recent real life events more relatable and 
easier to understand for readers who have never experienced them.  





From Sketchnotes to Arguments 
1. Look back over your sketchnotes. What feels like the most important main idea to you? 
 
 
 
 
 
2. Now that you know what you want to focus on, what can you ARGUE about this main 
idea? What will your thesis be? 
 
 
 
 
 
 
3. Now explore your sketchnotes for the big points that will help you make this argument. 
How can you prove this thesis? 
 
 
 
 
 
 
4. Finally, look for the quotations that are going to help you prove each of these big 
points. If you are missing a quotation for one or two points, now is a good time to dive 
back into the text and find a good one (or two).  


